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In this article we report and discuss a contextual problem solving task that was proposed
to a class of 8th grade (13^14-year-old) students.These students hadbeendevelopinga rea-
sonable experience in the use of the spreadsheet to model relations within contextual
problems and chose to use this tool to solve the mentioned problem, engaging in the
process of translating relations between variables and combining them in chained
models, while working with fractions, multiples and expressions.We intend to highlight
the role of the spreadsheet in students’ processes of variable identification and translation
of the problem conditions, their numerical approaches to algebraic models and their
experimental forms of finding solutions to equations.
1. Introduction
The spreadsheet has been considered an educational resource with great potential for the construction
of algebraic concepts, including the establishment of functional relationships, representing sequences
or procedures of a recursive nature, all significant to be used in solving mathematical problems.
Our aim is to understand how the spreadsheet supports the work of 8th grade students in solving a
contextual problem, by focusing on their ways of representing the variables and the conditions stated in
the problem.
2. Algebraic thinking
According to Kieran (2007) algebraic thinking is much more than knowledge of algorithms and
techniques. To Zazkis & Liljedahl (2002) the term algebra encompasses two distinct aspects: algebraic
thinking and algebraic symbolism, stressing that the presence of algebraic symbolism should be taken
as an indicator in that the absence of algebraic notation should not be judged as an inability to think
algebraically. This idea is in the spirit advocated by Radford (2000) whereby students are able to think
algebraically even when they do not resort to algebraic symbolism in their written productions. The
writing of symbolic numerical relations in school algebra has favoured the use of letters. However, the
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availability of technological tools allows other representations of such relations, as well as new forms
of their exploration, which can be seen as algebraic activities of generation and transformation. Thus,
it seems appropriate that these different representations of numerical relations, as well as the thinking
that goes with it, is included in the field of algebra (Kieran, 1996).
3. Problem solving with the spreadsheet and the development of algebraic
thinking
The spreadsheet is a powerful tool in mathematical problem solving and particularly in the develop-
ment of algebraic thinking embedded in problem solving activities as highlighted by several authors
(e.g. Dettori et al., 2001; Rojano, 2002; Ainley et al., 2004). One of the gains of connecting algebraic
thinking and the use of spreadsheets is the creation of a significant environment to induce students into
algebraic language that facilitates the construction of algebraic concepts, especially in what concerns
working with functional relations, sequences and recursive procedures. Using the spreadsheet in the
context of problem solving emphasizes the need to identify the relevant variables involved and fosters
the search for variables that depend on other variables, resulting in composed relations. The definition
of intermediate relations, by means of spreadsheet formulas in intermediate columns, meaning the
decomposition of more complex relations in chained simpler ones, is a special feature inherent to the
use of the spreadsheet that amounts to important results in solving algebraic contextual problems
(Carreira, 1992; Haspekian, 2005). Moreover, as noted by Haspekian (2005) a spreadsheet also
allows an algebraic organization of apparently arithmetical solutions and this kind of hybridism,
where arithmetic and algebra naturally cohabit, becomes an educational option that may help students
in moving from arithmetic to algebra (Kieran, 1996). Spreadsheets can act as a bridge between arith-
metic and algebra by helping students generalize patterns, develop an understanding of variable,
facilitate transformation of algebraic expressions, and provide a space to explore equations
(Tabach et al., 2008). In addition spreadsheets allow students to focus on the mathematical reasoning
by freeing them from the burden of calculations and algebraic manipulations (Ozgun-Koca, 2000).
However as Dettori et al. (2001) have noticed from their research on 13 to 14-year-old students’ work
with spreadsheets on algebraic problems, ‘spreadsheets can start the journey of learning algebra, but do
not have the tools to complete it. Being able to write down parts of the relations among the considered
objects, but not to synthesize and manipulate the complete relations, is like knowing the words and
phrases of a language, but being unable to compose them into complete sentences’ (p. 206). What still
remains a research issue is to understand the scope of the spreadsheet contribution in going further than
just the recognition and manipulation of relations among objects to a broader understanding of the
algebraic foundations of the methods for solving algebraic conditions.
4. Methodology
This study follows a qualitative and interpretative methodology. The participants are four 8th graders
(13–14 years), two of them working as a pair and the other two working individually. The students
were given the freedom to choose whether or not to work in groups or individually as was part of the
didactical contract in the classroom. In both cases the teacher engaged in dialogue with the students
and asked questions whenever necessary to appreciate students’ reasoning and approaches. They had
previously obtained some experience in solving word problems with a spreadsheet in the classroom,
from which they acquired the basics of the spreadsheet functioning. Many of the problems that were
explored with this class were selected from an online mathematical problem solving competition
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promoted by the University of Algarve, the Sub14, which addresses students of 7th–8th grades.
The possibility of participants sending their answers in different digital formats (including spreadsheet
files) was seen as an incitement to engage students in working on contextual word problems with the
use of the spreadsheet and an opportunity to develop students’ algebraic thinking.
The detailed recording of students’ processes was achieved with the use of Camtasia Studio.
This software allows the simultaneous collecting of the dialogue of the students and the sequence
of the computer screens that show all the actions that were performed on the computer. We were able
to analyse the students’ conversations while we observed their operations on a spreadsheet. This type
of computer protocol is very powerful as it allows the description of the actions in real time on the
computer (Weigand & Weller, 2001).
The given problem entitled The Opening of the Restaurant ‘Sombrero Style’, presented character-
istics that were seen as interesting to be explored with the spreadsheet, namely due to the fact that
it may be solved by a numerical approach. To a certain extent it proved to be different from other
problems solved by the students in the classroom. One of its features relates to the fact of being placed
in the form of a narrative, which makes it pretty close to a real situation, where conditions are steeped
in the story thus requiring a very careful reading to identify those that are relevant to solving the
problem.
The opening of the restaurant ‘Sombrero Style’   
The restaurant Sombrero Style was opened yesterday and I 
was there having dinner with three friends. The maximum 
capacity of customers—said the manager—is 100 people. 
Luckily I had booked a table for four, because when I got there several tables 
were already full with four people and one table had only three people. While 
I was waiting for the employee to take us to our table, I counted the women 
and men who were in the restaurant and the number of women was exactly 
twice the number of men. What could be the maximum number of people who 
were already at the restaurant when I came in? 
A possible algebraic approach to the problem is presented in Fig. 1. Solving this problem through a
formal algebraic approach, namely using a system of equations such as presented, was beyond the
reach of these students.
5. Results
Students expressed many difficulties in understanding the problem, particularly in the question about
















FIG. 1. Possible algebraic approach to the problem.
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were other obstacles that relate to the simultaneous conditions pertaining to the distribution of persons
by tables of 3 and 4 and to the division of clients by gender.
Since these students had already worked with the spreadsheet in other problems and knew some of
their potentialities, they largely resorted to this tool over other processes to solve the problem.
Mary and Jenny began by writing the condition on the number of people seated at tables of 4, as
shown in the first two columns of Fig. 2. In this process the students identify the variable ‘number of
tables of 4’ and in the next column show the number of people sitting at these tables. Jenny enters the
column referring to the three people that were sat at one of the tables and calculates the total number of
people by using the formula ‘= H11 + G11’.
Afterwards they separately represent the condition concerning the separation of clients by gender, as
shown in Fig. 2. The shaded row in each of the tables shows that the students sought to identify the
solution by comparing the columns of totals in the two tables. The work of these students shows how
the spreadsheet has helped them overcome the initial difficulties, in that it enabled them to work
separately on the different conditions and afterwards relate the feedback from each one to get the
solution. The establishment of relations proved to be an intermediate point that facilitated the expres-
sion of all conditions present in the statement.
The following is an analysis of the production of Carol, who like her colleagues Mary and Jenny
also organized the two conditions by separating them, as shown in Fig. 3.
The student begins by making the separation of customers by gender. The first column represents
the integer values of the total number of people in the restaurant, in descending order, the second is the
division by 3 for the calculation of one-third and the third column calculates twice the previous results.
In the last three columns another condition of the problem is shown, namely, the distribution of
customers by tables of 3 and 4. The successive multiples of 4 represent the various tables with 4
people and as there was only one table with 3 people, the number 3 is repeated in the column for tables
of 3. Comparing the two columns with the totals she found how many people were in the restaurant,
that is, 87.
In solving the problem, the student uses the concept of fraction to ‘separate’ the restaurant customers
by gender, as mentioned in her answer ‘. . . as the number of women is exactly twice the number of
Tables of 4 People People Total Women Men Total 
FIG. 2. Print-screen of Mary and Jenny’s representation. This figure appears in colour in the online version of
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men, it can be concluded that the sum is represented by three thirds, one third were men and two thirds
were women . . .’
She also uses the notion of multiples of four to define the number of people sitting at tables of four.
When inserting formulas in the spreadsheet, she applies the concepts of variable and functional rela-
tions to find the number of men and women as well as to calculate the total number of people in the
restaurant (in the last column).
It is apparent that using the spreadsheet stressed the need to identify all the relevant variables and
encouraged the search of functional relations. In addition, it led to a strategy that allowed addressing
1/3 Men 
2/3 Women 
Tables of 4 
Tables of 3 
Men Women 
FIG. 3. Print-screen of Carol’s representation. This figure appears in colour in the online version of Teaching
Mathematics and its Applications.
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the two conditions involved in the problem separately, and later making their connection by finding
equal outcomes in both analyses.
Anne took a different approach from that of her colleagues (Fig. 4).
This student began by considering the condition that relates the number of men and the number of
women and after obtained the total number of people.
The student concluded that the totals were multiples of 3. Then she subtracted 3 people to the total
of persons and divided the result by 4. In cell H3, the student entered the title ‘Number of tables of 4’
and in the line bellow, the formula ‘= G4 /4’ and then dragged the handle of the cell.
In her answer, Anne wrote: ‘The maximum number was 87 for it was before the 4 friends came, if
I considered the 99 and added the 4 friends I would get 103 but the capacity of the restaurant is
100 people, which means it is not the solution.’
We can see how Anne expressed the conditions in the spreadsheet and how they were chained in a
particular sequence without separating them as in the previous examples.
These solutions show the importance of the identifications of all the variables and conditions in the
problem. The work with the spreadsheet enables to validate the equivalence of expressions and ex-
perimentally to determine the solutions of simultaneous equations. In the three cases presented there is
a clear image of how it is possible to generate different equivalent equations that translate the given
problem. This is a fundamental concept that can be grasped with the use of the spreadsheet and that can
be developed in subsequent symbolic approaches. Different equations may represent the same problem
and this means a fundamental path to engage students in realizing how they can be transformed into
others and to uncover instances of algebraic transformations in a set of conditions.
6. Concluding remarks
In any of the solutions presented the students identified the conditions and expressed them in the
specific language of the spreadsheet. They have recognized the relevant variables and through the
definition of columns expressed the relationships between these variables. Furthermore, it is possible
Number of men 
Number of women Total Number of people
taking 
out the group of three 
Number of 
tables of four 
FIG. 4. Print-screen of Anne’s representation. This figure appears in colour in the online version of Teaching
Mathematics and its Applications.
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to observe the correlation that exists between each of these conditions expressed numerically in the
spreadsheet with the conditions of the system of equations shown in Fig. 1.
We found that the spreadsheet helped the students to establish relations between variables, ex-
pressed through numerical sequences and with the use of formulas to produce variable-columns.
We claim that algebraic thinking was fostered by the affordances of the spreadsheet in generating
the rules imposed by the problem. This result resonates with other research reports such as Ainley et al.
(2004) but it also highlights the structure of students’ algebraic thinking expressed in a particular
representation system. It provided a clear indicator of how students interpreted the problem in light of
their mathematical knowledge and their knowledge of the tool. The analysis allows us to make
inferences about what is gained in using the spreadsheet to solve algebraic problems, and helps
to understand the relationship between the symbolic language of the spreadsheet and the algebraic
language. The use of the computational tool can be seen as a means to fill the gap between the
algebraic thinking and the ability to use algebraic notation to express such thinking. The lack of
algebraic notation and formal algebra methods does not mean the absence of algebraic thinking.
The kind of algebraic thinking that emerges from the use of the spreadsheet is the kind that
belongs to global algebraic activities (Kieran, 2004). Our perspective of algebraic thinking
stresses the distinction between algebraic notation and algebraic structures, separated by a gap that
is often underestimated. We suggest that this gap can be gainfully filled with suitable spreadsheet
activities.
Rather than insisting on any particular symbolic notation, this gap should be accepted and used as a
venue for students to practice their algebraic thinking. They should have the opportunity to engage in
situations that promote such thinking without the constraints of formal symbolism (Zazkis & Liljedhal,
2002).
The use of the spreadsheet in problem solving provides the establishment of connections between
arithmetic and algebra. It strengthens the understanding of the functional relations involved, and the
way they combine. The spreadsheet is an educational option to help students in the transition from
arithmetic to algebra by making these two fields cohabiting.
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